
How to Use Badge Magic® Name Labels 
 

Thank you for selecting Badge Magic Name Labels, the easiest and most versatile way to identify and 
protect your belongings.  If you lose an item, chances are good that the person who finds it would like to 
return it to you!  But they can’t, unless they know how to contact you.  Be Prepared! Give them the 
opportunity to return your item by using Badge Magic Name Labels!  
 

You can create a label with any contact information you like, putting only what you want on each 
individual label.  You can write in things like first and/or last names, address, phone number, and 
whatever other information is appropriate for each type of belonging.   
 

These labels are made with Badge Magic “peel and stick” adhesive so they are waterproof and very 
strong.  They stick to most materials, including fabrics and leather, and can be removed without a trace if 
needed.  They are softer and more comfortable to wear than vinyl labels.  The special Badge Magic 
marker by Sharpie has an ultra-fine tip and the most fade resistant ink available. 
 

On Clothing 
If the garment you are labeling is new, wash it before putting on the name label.  Write your information 
on the label while it is still on the label sheet.  Place the garment on a flat surface and smooth out the 
area where you will put the label. Then remove the label from the sheet and press it lightly onto the 
garment.  You can still move the label if you need to.  When it is in the desired spot press it down very 
hard, especially around the edges.  Then press on the backside and edges of the label using something 
hard like a wooden spoon or scissor handle.  The label will now be like part of the garment and will not 
come off unless you want it to!  Do not iron the labels onto clothing!  Ironing will melt the adhesive into 
the fabric which weakens the adhesive bond and makes removal more difficult later.  
 

On Other Materials 
Simply write your identifier on the label, then peel and stick, pressing firmly.    With a quick trim, even 
small items, like your Bluetooth headset or sunglasses can be labeled.   
 

Removal 
Apply an adhesive solvent like Goo Gone or Goof Off.  For clothing, squirt solvent behind the label.  After 
2-3 minutes, slowly peel it off.  Any residue can be removed by applying more solvent to the label area 
and soaking it up with a paper towel.  Labels can also be removed from clothing by dry cleaning with the 
traditional PERC solvent method.   Visit WWW.BadgeMagic.com for detailed instructions and videos.  For 
other items squirt the solvent on, wait 2-3 minutes, peel off the label, and clean up with solvent. 
 

Which of your CHILDS items should you label? 

Backpacks 

Boots and Shoes 

Clothing 

Coats 

Electronics 

Hats and Gloves 

Medical Items 

School supplies 

Sports Equipment 

Toys 

Video Games 

Water bottles

 

Which of YOUR valuables should you label? 

Athletic Gear 

Binoculars 

Briefcases 

Calculators 

Cameras and memory cards 

Cell Phones 

Chargers for electronics 

Clothing 

Contact lens cases 

External Hard Drives 

Food Containers 

Gift Cards 

Golf Clubs 

GPS receivers 

Gym Cards 

Headphones 

Helmets 

IPads/Tablets 

IPods/MP3 Players 

Laptops 

Luggage 

Membership Cards 

Pill Boxes 

Portable Electronics 

Purses 

Radar Detectors 

Rechargeable batteries 

Sunglasses 

Tools 

Umbrellas
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